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NEW! TOXIC CUSTARD DICTIONARY OF COMPUTING! Go: tcwfcomputing

Welcome to In Your Face! This forum is dedicated to making your face produce noises such as chuckles, guffaws, laughs, and other such indications of enjoyment.

Like most of the on-line world, this forum is under constant construction. You probably noticed this yourself -- its current threadbare appearance gives it away. However, in the next few months, we hope to be bringing you some of the best in electronic humour, including such infamous works as Toxic Custard, Rocket Roger, and the little-known but much loved ContractOr. Already we've got some classic Toxic Custard ready for your perusal, including the Toxic History Of The World and that most doubtful of reference works, the Toxic Custarpedia. There'll be more here every week, so keep checking back.

WHAT YOU'LL FIND HERE

NEW 6/1/96 - The Toxic Custard Dictionary of Computing has arrived! Yes, filled with definitions from A to Z, covering all the trials and tribulations of computer use. You'll find it in the Toxic Custard folder. Go word: tcwfcomputing

25/12/95 - The In Your Face BBS now includes a Visitor Book, to allow you to enter your abuse, comments, suggestions, or even just sign your name.

25/12/95 - Our regular chat time has moved to Mondays at 10pm (Australian Eastern Summer Time) - not coincidentally, the time that new issues of Toxic Custard hit the electronic airwaves. This has been calculated by internationally recognised experts in the field to be 10am Mondays UTC/GMT, or 3am (!) Mondays PST.

12/12/95 - With Australians now having the opportunity to relive the brilliance of the ABC's cop show "Phoenix", we thought it was a good time to dig into the Toxic Custard archives for our very own "Phoenix" parody, a Mr Popsicle tale from 1992.

4/12/95 - In a blatant display of capitalism and money grabbing, the complete Toxic Custarpedia is now available to download and keep, beautifully presented in a commemorative help file.

29/11/95 - Greg Bulmash is such a nice person. That's why he's agreed to let us publish some of his best known pieces. You can find them, and plenty more, in the In Your Face BBS.

20/11/95 - The Toxic Custard highlights file now includes a preview of the Toxic Custard Dictionary Of Computing, and the complete Doctor Who parody "Revenge of the Unrealistatrons".

Brand new episodes of Toxic Custard will be posted initially onto the In Your Face BBS, and you can also request to have them sent to you by email, by sending a subscription request to the Internet address tcwf@gnu.ai.mit.edu

THE USUAL DISCLAIMER STUFF, AND CONTACT INFO

Please note that all of the stuff presented here is FICTIONAL. This means that any similarities between the individuals or organisations portrayed in any of the material here is pure coincidence, no matter how familiar their names might sound!

Irrelevant or offensive postings to the BBS or the Visitors Book will be removed silently (when they get noticed!)

Your forum managers are Daniel Bowen and Brian Smith. Our online office hours are still a bit hazy - though you can usually find us online in the "Talking In Your Face" chat room from 10pm Mondays (Australian Eastern Summer Time, or 10am Monday UTC/GMT or 3am Monday PST). You can always reach us by Email at Visible_Solutions_oa. 

Enjoy!
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